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We share the uncommonness of being different J.P. Roche 

l Introduction 

The term "international business cycle" refers to the presence of common elements in the cyclical 

behavior of outputs across countries. Several authors, including Gerlach (1988), Baxter and 

Stockrnan (1989), Blackburn and Ravn (1992), Backus and Kehoe (1992) and Gregory, Head and 

Rayna.uld (1995) among others, have docurnented the existence of commonalities in economie 

activity across countries using a variety of methods. Economie similarities can be accountecl 

for by the presence of interdepenclencies in either goods or asset markets, which spill country

spccific shocks across the world. by common exogenous clisturbances or both. vVithin each 

catf'gor\·. df'mancl and supply factors can induce international business cycles. 

Whether cvclical rnovements in economie activity are primarily attributable to demand or 

supply disturbances is a long standing question that has been tacklecl from many points of view 

i n a closecl econorny ( see e.g. Blanchard ( 1989), King, Plosser, Stock an d Watson ( 1991), Cooley 

and Ohanian (1991), Christiano ancl Eichenbaum (1992) or Gali (1992) among others) but the 

answPrs provicled have often been contradictory. In an international context the generation a.ncl 

traHsmission of business cycles received substa.ntial attention in the past (see e.g. Yiorgenstern 

( 19;)9)) but has only been partially a.nalyzecl with the tools of modern dynamic theory ( see e.g. 

Cantor ;mel Niark (1988) or Canova and Dellas (1993)). 

Knowledge of what generates ancl tra.nsrnits cycles across countries is irnportant for policy 

purpo:ses. The issues surrouncling the problem of generation are well unclerstood. If, a.s widely 

peT-ceivcd. output fluctuations are unclesirable and foreign demand shocks are largely responsible, 

tlicre may be a rolc for aggregate Keynesian-type policies cushioning the econorny from foreign 

dist urbances. On the other hand, as often emphasizecl in the rea! business cycle literature, if 

cyclical fiuctuations in economie activity are the optirnal response to unforeseen disturbances of 

hoth dornestic and foreign origin, rather than rnitigating fiuctua.tions per se, a more appropriate 

rolc for the government is to reduce economically releva.nt uncertainties. 

fdentifying the channels of international propa.gation is also crucial. for exa.mple, in de

sJgnmg policies to sterilize undesirable disturhances, it is important to know not only whether 
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shocks have domestic or foreign origin but also whether transmission occurs through goods or 

financiaJ markets. In addition fn)e trade agreements, which have generated considerable debate 

in policy circles in the last few years, will have a different ìmpact on the cyclical propertìes of 

output depending on whether and how disturbances are transmitted. 

The empirica] evidence regarding these issues is somewhat scant. Canova and Dellas (199:3) 

document that trade interdependencies in intermediate goods are important in explaining the 

transmission of country specific disturbances in post WWII data. They also find that after 

19n the presence of common disturbances plays a role in accounting for ìnternational output 

comovements. Cole and Obstfeld (1991), Backus, Kehoe and Kydland (1992) and Crucini and 

Baxtcr ( 1995) suggest t ha t international risk sharìng occurs prirnarily through the goods rnarkets 

an d t ha t t h c w e l fare loss due t o i n complete or au tarkic financial markets a p pears t o be srnall. 

This paper contributes to thc debate by building a multicountry generai equilibrium rnodel 

wlwre it is possible to clistinguish the contribution of clifferent types of disturbances as sources 

of output f!uctuations and to quantìfy the importance of trade interdependencies in both inter

ruediate and final goods in transmitting shocks across countries. The mode] employecl, which is 

d('scri h ed in section 2, is genera] an d differs from those of Cantor and Mark ( 1988), l'vfencloza 

( 19Dla). Backus, Kehoe and Kydland (1992), Baxter and Crucini (1993) or Stockman ancl Tesar 

(l()<).() in <ì1. ]past three respects. First.. each country specializes in the production of one good. 

S('con d, agents in each country consurne an array of goods an d governrnent expenditure yields 

di ree t utility for domestic consumers. Third, foreign capi tal is used as an intermedia te goocl in 

t h e pro d uction of dornestic fin al goods. Allowing for production interdepenclencies introduces 

an irnportant ancl previously neglected channel through which country-specif1c disturbanu~s can 

be propagated across countries. 

One tvpe of disturbancP we consider takes the form of exogenous governrnent expenditurc 

shocks (as c.g. in Christiano and Eichenb;wm (1992)). Thcse shocks leave the instantancous 

marginal product of factors of production unchanged but generate dynamic responses across 

cou n t rics because they modìfy the fiow of consumption services accruing to dornestic households. 

Conscquently, governments influence trade of fìnal goods, as consumers substitute foreign to 

domestic goods in response to the disturbances, affect trade of intermediate goods, as consurners 

substitute lcisure intertemporally ancl change investment patterns, and alter production levels 
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aro nn d the world ( see Ashauer ( 1989) far an empirica! documentation of a closed econorny 

version of t h i s effect for the US economy). 

A second type of disturbance is modelled as an exogenous technology disturbance. These 

shocks affect the marginai product of factors of production, influence investment opportuni

ties \vithin each country and alter trade of final goods because of incarne effects. One crucial 

di ffc~rence between the two sources of disturbances is in the way they impact o n t rade flows: 

gov(~rnment shocks first alter net exports of consumption goods and later on net exports of 

inwstrnent goods as leisure choices change. For technology shocks the order is reversed. 

Tlw stylized properties of the actual data are surnmarized in section :3 using statistics based 

on tlw irnpulse response function of outputs. In this we follow Cogley and Nason (199.5) and 

\VP extend their point of view by looking at the international interaction of output persistence. 

Tltc' statistics used measure the location and the size of the peak response, the length of the 

('XJMnsion phase and the total impact multipliers following a (reduced forrn) output shock. 

Section 4 describes how the two types of disturbances generate international cycles in three 

cascs - cmP where shocks are contemporaneously uncorrelated across countries and transmission 

occ1J rs because of production interdependencies, one where shocks are contemporaneously uncor

rP!at.ed an d transrnission occurs because of consumption interdependencies and one where shocks 

are contemporaneonsly correlated and no trade in either investment or consumption goods occur 

- a11d discusses the properties of the spillover mechanisrn in each case. 

Section .') asks whether a realistic pararneterization of the model is able to reproduce the 

rnain fcatures of the actual impulse response function of output. In particular, we are interested 

in knmving which of the two disturhances generate surnmary statistics for simulated output 

respons(~S which are similar to those of the actual data and through what channel they a.ct. 

Tl1e n-'sults indicate that, when the model is parametrized so that the three countries all 

rcsemblc the US. knowledge of the source of fluctuations is somewhat irrelevant in determining 

the qualitative f~;atures of the propagation of output shocks across countries. Both disturbances 

generate a delayed peak response in foreign outputss which is similar in location and magnitude 

to 1he one observed in the actual data. However, government expenditure disturbances can 

also generate a delayed peak response in the country experiencing the shock, a feature which 

is not present when technology shocks drive the cycle. Both models also fail to reproduce the 
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rnagnitudc and the asymmetries of total multipliers and the length of the expanswn phase. 

Qua.ntitatively, a model with government expenditude shocks accounts for Us and Gcrman 

output dynamics better t han a model with techonlogy disturbances, while for .Japan the ordering 

is rcversed. Also, among the three channels of transmission, it is the presence of a common 

cornponent to the shocks which bcst accounts far output dynamics. 

The inclusion of cross-country heterogeneities, in particular heterogeneity in the distribution 

of t ile cxogenous processes, is irnportant in generating asymmetries in simulated total multipliers 

and improves somewhat the quantitative performance of the model. With a country-specific 

pa.rarncterization, the model with technology disturbances accounts bcst for the propagation 

of c;0rrnan and .Tapan output shocks while far US output shocks the performance of the two 

ver~ions of the model is similar. Once again the presence of a common component to the shocks 

is irnportant in quantitatively reproducing actual data but now the irnportance of prod11ction 

Ìll1crdependcnce is substantially incrcased. Section G ,:oncludes. 

2 The Model 

\\"(' cunsidcr a .\' country model with ~ consumption goods. where cach country specializes in 

thc production of one good. vVe abstract from rnoney, not because we believe that monetary 

as1wcts <HP unimporta.nt in generating or transmitting business cycles, but because we do not 

ha.ve simple modcls of rnoney which can produce quantitatively interesting real cyclical effects 

( SP(' e.g. Da n t h i ne an d Donaldson ( 1986)). 

Each country is populated by a large nurnber of identica] agents and labor is assumed to be 

immobile a cross countries. Preferences of the representative agent of country h. h = l, .... N 

are gi ve n b.Y: 

co ·:xo :jt N (1 "'N g ) 
E ""fJtU( .* l ) -E ""_._!. -[(il .*eh])l -0]=! h] ]1-crh 

O .L.-, cht' ht - OL 1 _ a . ch1 t ht 
t=U t=U h J=l 

( l) 

witlt c~ 71 = chit + cf;hght if h= j and chjt = chit if h i' j, where chjt is the consumption of good 

j h\· t !w representative agent of country h. Agents value the services of up to ~ consumption 

goods: if good .J is not enjoyed by residents of country h, BhJ = O. Government consumption 

l'XJH'n di tu re yielcls dire et utili ty far the representati ve age n t of i ts own country ( as in 0.g. Baxter 

and King ( 199:3)). When C/Jh = O government h consumption expenditure does not affect utility, 
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while for Oh = L government and private domestic consumption are perfect substitutes. One 

wa.y to ra.tionalize our specification, is to think of the government as having a linear technology, 

m 1 = Òh.9ht, through which it produces services far private use. If <Ph < l, it is costly for the 

society t o h ave the government provide these consumption services. 

Consumption goods are produced according to: 

N 

Yht = Aht(IT [{~j~J )(XhtNht)1
- L~J o: h) 

j=J 

'i h, J (2) 

\vlwre _J(ht = ìhXht-1 with ìh > l 'ih. Xht represents labor-augmenting Hicks-neutral deter-

ruinistic technological progress. Production is subject to a technological disturbance Aht and 

H'<jllires domestic labor and up toN intermediate capitai inputs. If an intermediate input pro

duced in country j is not used in producing fina] goods in country h, Cth.J = O. Intermediate 

capitai goods are accumulated according to: 

'i h, .J 

whne c·( hJt ) represents the cost in countrv., h of using interrnediate capita] inputs l)roduced in !'.. hj t • 

coiJlltrv j and satisfies 1JJ 2: O, ·u/ 2: O, 1/J" :SO . 

.\lendoza ( 1D9la), Backus, Kehoe and Kydland ( 1992) and Baxter a.nd Crucini ( 1993) have 

shown tltat in a one-good international rnodel transaction costs help to avoid unrealistic uni

clirectional capital ftights in response to technology shocks. The forrnnlation adopted here is 

similar to 1 bat of Baxter and Crucini ( 199:3) and was chosen because i t retains simplicity, while 

linking transaction costs to Tobin's Q. [·ij;'( 1
1~1 ' )r 1 is in fact Tobin's Q, i.e. the price of existing 
'h] t. -

capita! in location h relative to the price of new capi tal produced in location .J = L ... , N. Note 

t ha 1 lwcausP of production interdependencies, unidirectional capi tal ftights need no t occur in this 

model: capitai may flow toward the country experiencing positive output disturbances (so that 

h.~ > O). but there may also be a contemporaneous flow in the opposi te direction as investments 

Hl intennediate goods used by other cmmtries (say, Ijh) increase with dornestic wealth. 

Leisure choices are constrained by: 

O :S lht + Nht :S l 'i h (4) 

wlwre we norrnalize the total endowrnent of time in each country to be equal to l. 
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To ensure a ba1anced growth path with a stationary distribution of wealth, we assume that 

8 = fin and ìhf-Lh = ì Vh where f-Lh is the growth rate of population in country h. lntuitively 

the.~e conditions irnply that, asymptotica1ly, the more impatient country will not accumulate all 

of tile world wealth. 

Governments consume domestic goods, tax national outputs with a distorting tax and trans

fer what remains back to domestic residents. It is assumed that government expenditure is 

stochastic, while tax rates are parametrically given. Although recent literature (see e.g. Dotsey 

( 19<JO)) rnodels tax rates as stocbastic, we adopt a parametri c representation in order to isolate 

thc contribution of government expenditure disturbances to the international transmission of 

business cvcles. The governrnent budget constraint is given by: 

V h 

\\·lwre T;, is thc tax rate and TR;, transfers in country h. The resource constraints are: 

Yht - ght - L Cjht - L kjht+l 2:: -L (l - bh)kyht v h 
J 

(5) 

(6) 

Finallv. we assume complete financial markets within countries and free mobility of financial 

capitai across countries. 

TIH' Pconorny is subject to a 2N X l vector of disturbances Zt = [Aht,ght,j and Zt is assumed 

1 o he a homoskedastic process with conditional rnean fLt = (A( L )z1_ 1 ) and variance ~-

TherP is ernpirical evidence ( see e.g. Costello (1991)) that producti vity disturbances h ave 

cross-con ntr,v la.gged effects which are asyrnrnetric. However, these lagged effects rnay be the 

resul1 of rnisspecifications since foreign ca,pital used in domestic production is not explicitly 

considered when calculating Solow residuals. For this paper we will specify a univariate la.w of 

mo1 io n for the dist nrbances in order t o avo id mixing the transmission due t o t rade in goods 

with 1 h e one due to the prcsence of lagged feedbacks across shocks, but we allow each type of 

dis1urbance to be conternporaneously correlateci across countries. There is a.lso some evidence 

1 ha t 1E~chnology and governrnent expenditure disturbances may be negatively correla.ted in some 

countries (sec Finn (l99l) or Christiano and Eichenbaurn (1992)). Bccause hcre wc are interested 

i n cxamining the dynamics generateci by each of the two shocks separately, we will not consider 

this possibiJity a.nd let ~ = blockdiag(~l, ~2). 
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To find a solution we first detrend those variables drifting aver time, then salve the problem 

fan' d hy a pseudo soci al planner (a ficti tious problem w h ere distortionary taxes are eli mi n ate d) 

an d rnodify the optirnality conditions to take care of the distortions ( as in Baxter and Crucini 

( 199~n ). The weights w h in the planner problem are chosen to be proportional to the initial 

populatiorr in each country. The modified optimality conditions are then approximated with a 

log-linear expansion around the steady state as in King, Plosser and Rebelo (1988). 

Reynolds ( 1992) has used a model with some of the same features to study the transmission 

of productivity disturbances. There are two major differences between her framework and the 

one used here. First, she does not corrsider the irnpact of government expenditure disturbances. 

Second. she does not allow for transaction costs in the capitai accurnulation equations. 

3 Some Empirica} Evidence 

Orl<' \\'ay to address the questions we have posed in the introduction is to identify at least one 

sour·ce of domestic and international supply shock and one source of dornestic and international 

demand shock in the actual data using restrictions derived frorn the model and then exarnine 

their international propagation. The restrictions could take the form of short-run (see Canova 

(J9iJl)), long-run (see Amhed, et al. (1993)) or shape constraints. However, as is clear from the 

descript ion of the model, the irnposition of constraints of this type will not provide a definitive 

ansm'r to tlw questions we care about since different versions of tlw model are consistent with 

t Ire sa rm' se t of restrictions on domestic an d international variables. 

To fully exploit the genera] equilibriurn nature of our model and its rich set of constraints 

we t ake an alternative approa.ch. vVe identify semi-structural shocks from the actua] data using 

arbitrary restrictions and compare the resulting impulse response function with the one obtained 

from data sirnulated from different specifications of the rnodel where shocks are identified using 

the same arbitrary restrictions. In other words, we use the impulse response function as a 

'·windov/' to measure the quality of the model approxirnation to the data. 

\Ve chose to report impulse responses, as opposed to simple correlations, to link the analysis 

with t he large body of statistica] literature which characterizes business cycles using durations 

and tmning point classifications (see e.g., Diebold and Rudebush (1992)). In addition, we nar

rov-·ly focus attention on the interdependences of the cyclical components of national outputs 
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for two reasons. First, multicountry VAR models containing many variables are imprecisely 

estimateci with short samples and therefore difficult to interpret (see Gregory, Head and Ray

nauld ( 1995) for such an attempt ). Second, sin ce there is a tradition in the literature studying 

the properties of domestic output persistence (see, e.g., Cogley and Nason (1995)), it seems 

worthwhile to focus attention on the international interactions of output persistence . 

.Since we are interested in studying the performance of the model for major world trading 

blocks. \Ve examine the transmission features of output shocks in the US, Germany and Japan. 

To characterize the cyclical transmission of output shocks it is necessary to detrend the series 

and questions arise as to how to best extract the long-run component ofthe data. Canova (1994) 

indicates that alternative detrending methods impose different assumptions on the underlying 

stru et ure of the ti me seri es, induce different distributional properties for the cyclical components 

an d. consequently, contrasting descriptions of the empirica! evidence. Given the low power of 

tlic 1Psts designed to inform us about the data's lung run properties and the fact that no 

consensus v·ic\v exists with regard to the appropriate choice of trend removaL we use hcre an 

cconomic-based decomposition. Since in the model all variables in country h, except hours, grmv 

dc1<>nuinistically at the rate of labor-augmenting technological change ìh, we extract a country

specific deterrninistic trend from the log of raw output data. vVhile this choice is a.rbitra.ry, 

in 1lw se n se tha.t an alternative (say, a uni t root) assurnption on the properties of exogenous 

l<'chnologic:a.l progress rnay be as sensible, it provides useful restrictions on the cyclical properties 

of <H:tnai data and irnposes discipline in simulation exercises. 

Quarterly rea] GDP data. for the three countries is taken from OECD ta.pes. covers the 

sa m p le 1960.1-1994,4 an d is converted in t o indi c es using 1980,1 values. The slope coefficients of 

the dctcnninistic time trends are respectively 0.008, 0.0077 and 0.016 per quarter with the slope 

for .l apa.nese output significantly different from the other two. We estimate a. VAR with 9 lags 

ami a constant on thc log of detrended outputs and report responses when the contempora.neous 

correlation matrix of the shocks is triangularized in the order US, Germany ancl Japan outputs. 

Two potential problems should be rnentioned before the evidence can be interpreted: tbe 

impnlse response function may not be stable over the sample and the properties of the transmis

sion may not be robust to the ordering of the triangularization. Evidence (available on request) 

shmvs that (i) apart frorn Japanese output in 1974,1, the VAR residu;.1ls have no visible outliers 
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ancl satisfy both normality and the white noise assumption over the entire sample, (ii) the qual

it.at i ve featnres of impulse responses are approximately stable across subsamples and (iii) the 

propertic's of the transmission are independent of the ordering of the triangularization. 

Figure l plots the rnean estimate of the impulse response function together with the upper 

and lower limits of a 95% Monte Carlo band. Table l reports statistics summarizing the main 

featu res of transmission: the size and the location of the peak response of the three variables, 

tbe length of the expansion phase and the magnitude of the cumulative multipliers. Several 

intcresting features emerge. First, US output shocks have significantly large and positive inter

national impacts while this is not the case for Japanese and German output shocks. Seconcl, 

it takes tirne for a shock to be transmitted across countries and the return to the trend line 

1s n'n· sloìv in all cases. For example, the peak response of German output lags a US output 

shock by tlnee quarters and the peak response of .Japanese output lags by eighteen quarters. 

ThìnL llw clnrations of the cycles differ depending on the origin of the shocks. For exarnple. 

l"S output shocks generate fiuctuations lasting 4-6 years while Japanese output shocks produce 

\·Pr\· short and irregular cycles. Finally, point estimates of the cumulative multipliers are very 

<lsvnnuctric. :\ l% surprise increase in the log of detrended US output generates a 10.91% 

cmnulatÌvc' response in US output after 24 periods, a 9.72% cumulative response in Gerrnan 

ou1pu1 and a large 19.:3:3% cumulative response in Japanese output, while a l% increase in the 

log of d et rended German output generates negative cumulative responses in a.ll three countries. 

Finally. a l% surprise increase in the log of detrended Japanese output has a large domestic 

i rnpact ( l/L99% after 24 quarters) bu t very modest international repercussions. 

Two conclusions can be derived from this evidence. First, there exists an international 

transrnission of disturbances but, except for US output shocks, it is not overwhelrning in terms 

o!' 1naguit udP ancl i t is somewhat asymmetric. Roughly speaking, US output shocks drive the 

intPrnational cycle, leading credence to the popular press argument that the US economy is 

a ·'locomotive'' for the world economy. German output shocks crowd out foreign outputs in 

t he rncdium run, while J apanese output shocks have modest international impacts. Sccond, the 

cross-country propagation of output shocks takes time, with the lag in the peak response varying 

l'r01n 2 to 18 quarters, and cycle durations differ depending on the national origin of the shocks. 
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4 The Properties of the Model 

Si n ce the model we consider has not yet been studied in the literature an d sin ce its transmission 

properties are more complex than the ones obtained in one-good economies (see e.g. Backus, 

Kehoe and Kydland (1992) or Baxter and Crucini (1993)) and in rnultigood econornies where 

onl\· dornestic capitai is used in production (see e.g. Schlagenhauf (1989)), we start by first 

summarizing the qualitative properties of the transmission of shocks in existing rnodels and then 

describc how different propagation channels arnplify and transrnit disturbances in our rnodel. 

fn a one-good world an idiosyncratic positive persistent dornestic technological disturbance 

raises the productivity of dornestic factors of production, along with dornestic investrnent, hours 

and mrtput and. to a.lesser extent, domestic consumption bcca.use of perma.nent incorne consid

era 1 ions. Bccause of thc cme-good assurnption, capi tal will flow t o the most productive location 

(t hl' rnagnitnde of tht> flow depends on the cost of moving capital) inducing a cnrrent account 

ddici1 iu the country experiencing the shock and a decline in investrnent, output and labor de

ma.nd in thc other countries. Abo, when capital markets are perfect and the utility function is 

sepa.rable in consumption and lcisure, risk sharing implies that consumption profìles will be per

l'cct h· correlatJ~d across countries and that, once the initial infiow of capi tal goods is exhaustcd, 

t )w eu rrPnt account of the country experiencing the shocks will show a surplus. Hence, one

good m od cls generate cross con n try ou tpu t respon ses of opposi te signs an d transrnission occurs 

l H: c a.u sp of s n bsti tu ti o n aud in come effects t h a t occur in the market for investment goods . 

. \n idiosyncratic: positive persistent government shock, which yields no utility for dornestic 

con~nmers anclleaves thc marginai produc:t of capital unchanged, crowds out domestic consurnp-

1 ion. affccts the intcrtcmporal allocation of leisure and therefore future production possibilities 

(se<' e.g. "\iyagari, Christiano ancl Eichenbaurn (1992)) but has lirnited effects on the capita] 

accl!rrurlation in any country (see P.g. Backus, Kehoe and Kydland (1995)). Note that because 

of risk sharing foreign consumption will also be crowded out. In this case, output responses will 

be positively correlateci across countries, will reach their peak a few periods after the shock and 

t ransmission occ:urs because of the consumption risk sharing scheme which is in place. 

These features of the domestic and international transmission appear to be robust to severa! 

modifications of the basic framework. For example, Mendoza (199lb), Backus, Kehoe and 
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Kydland ( 1992), Baxter an d Crucini ( 1995) show that dispensing with complete capi tal markets 

slightly reduces cross-country consumption correlations without affecting other features of thc 

trausmission (in line with Cole and Obstfeld (1991)). Thc samc authors also show that rnaking 

agents more risk averse, incrcasing the costs of rnoving capital, introducing time to ship or 

c ha nging t h e size of the countries cha.nges the ma.gnitude of foreign responses bn t no t t heir 

qnalitative features. Finally, Costello (1991) shows that the sa.me interna.tional propagation 

obta.ins in a two-sector model where ea.ch country produces both consumption and investment 

goods but only investment goods are traded. 

In Schlagenhauf's (1989) model investment dynamics do not drive the cycle because the 

inws1rnen1 good is nontraded (sec also Stockman and Tesar (1994)). Instead, idiosyncratic 

shocks are propagated to the world economy because of consumption interdependencies. \t\Then 

a positive and persistent disturbance increases domestic output, consumption of hoth domcstic 

<lnd forcign goods by domestic resiclents increases. The increase in dernand and the risk sharing 

;uT;lng(~ment imply that consumption of foreign goocls will go up in all countries, clepressing 

forcign investmcnts and future foreign output. Hence, although cross-country output correlations 

an' negative as in the one-goocl econorny, the transmission occurs through a cmmtercyclical net 

1rade in consumption goods as opposed to a countercyclical net tra.de in investrnent goods. 

\lendoza ( 199la) and Cardia (1991) show that, with minor modifications, the same mechanism 

opera1es in a small open econorny faced with exogenous productivity disturbances. 

In the ruodel considered here there are three reasons why clomestic disturbances may result 

m <1 1emporary displa.cement of foreign outputs from their trend: shocks may be correlateci 

acmss countries, independent shocks rnay be transmitted through production interdependencies 

or cons11 rnption interdependencies. Figure 2 displays how the transmission mechanism works 

in each of these situations when the three countries are symmetric: the first three panels show 

output responses when technology disturbances are present and the last three panels output 

responses when government disturbances which yield no utility far agents are present (table 2 

givi's 1 he exact pararnetrization in each of the three cases). In all cases time series of length 

T=liOOO \vere generateci from the model, a VAR with 9 lags was fìt to detrended ontputs and 

empirica1 impulse responses following an output shock in country 1 were computed triangular

izing 1 he systern in the order country l, 2 ancl :3 The sample size is chosen to be very large 
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to eliminate sampling variability in the impulse response estimates and empirical responses ( as 

opposed to ''population" responses (see e.g. King, Plosser and Rebelo (1988))) are used in order 

to rnaintain comparability with the responses of figure l. 

Consider first a situation where there are three completely separate economies which move 

together because of correlateci disturbances (panels l and 4 of figure 2). In this case, the 

dornestic dynamics are the same as in a closed economy (see e.g. King, Plosser and Rebelo 

( 19:-l8) and Aiyagari, Eichenbaum and Christiano (1992)). Two features of the cross-country 

output respons<~s need to be noted. First, the model generates the same type of short-run 

out put responses regardless of the source of structural disturbances. In particular, in both 

cases a positive output shock in country one is associateci with positive output responses in 

othf'f countriE~s and a slow return to the steady state position: a peak response lagging the 

initial shock :3-6 q11arters in all countries ancl an expansion phase which is approximately the 

san1e length in the two cases. Seconcl, it is possib],~ to distinguish between the two sources 

of ~1 ructural distnrbances by examining the sign of long-run output responses (negative witb 

1cchnologv disturbances and positive with government clisturbances) the magnitude of total 

mu\1ipliers (larger for governrnent shocks). 

\ext. consider the case of idiosync:ratic shocks which are propagated to the world econ

omi· IH'cause of production interdependencies. The experiment, which mimics a situation where 

clomestic residents consume only domestic goocls ancl countries are connected via trade in inter

rnedia.te goods. is similar to the one examined by Backus, Kehoe and Kydland (199;)) except that 

herr' production requires domestic and foreign capitai goods while Backus, Kehoc and Kydland 

do not distinguish between consumption and capital goods in their model. 

A positive and persistent distnrbance displacing output in country one from its trend in

cre<lscs consumption, hours an cl investments in capitai goods used for domestic production (hoth 

of domestic: a.nd foreign origin), in the country experiencing the shock. However, contrary to 

the one-good case, the features of the international transmission depend on the relative size 

of capita\ inflows (substitution effec:t) and of capita.! outflows due to the spillover of the shock 

(1vea\1h dfect). ln turn, the net effect of these two opposing forces depends on the weights 

of Yarious capita[ goods in the production functions. If the domestically produced intermedi

ate inputs are more intensively used in domestic production, the substitution effect dominates 
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and cross-country output dynamics are similar to those of the one-good economy. If foreign 

procluced intermediate inputs are more intensively used, the wealth effect prevails generating 

positive. although lagged, foreign output responses. 

The second and fifth panels of figure 2 present an intermediate case where domestic and 

foreign intermediate inputs have equal intensity in each of the three production functions. Two 

feat u res o[ the responses need to be noted. First, while initially a positive output shock in 

countrv l induces a negative response in the output of other countries, as foreign production for 

capita] goods used in country l increases (and foreign investment in capitai goods used in foreign 

conntries decline ). in the mediurn run the spillover effect dorninates and net exports of investment 

goods from country one becomes positive. Second, the shape of the output responses does not 

depcnd on the struc:tural sources of disturbances. These results agree with those of Backus, 

Kcl10e and K_vdland (199:3) who show that both government and techno]ogica] disturbances 

indnce conternporaneously negative output comovements ancl a negative current account balance 

in tl!e countr:.· experiencing the shock. :'Jotice also that the peak response of output in countries 

:2 aJ1d :{ lag the shock by about 6 quarters. that responses have a cyclical behavior which resemble 

1lw one in tlw data and that total multipliers have the right sign but smaJler magnitude than 

tho~P of llw actual data. 

Fiually. consider the case of uncorrelated disturbances which are transmitted to the world 

Pconomy because of consumption interdependencies (in this case we assume that domestic pro

duction requires only dornestic inputs). Depending on the pararneters of the utility function. 

wc rnay have no transrnission if the utility function weighs domestic goods heavily, or a sub

stantial one if dornestic consumers prefer foreign goods. The third and sixth panels of figure 

:2 present impulse responses for the case when~ all goods have the sarne weight in the utility 

function. Consistent with the dynarnics described in Stockrnan and Tesar (1994), this charme] 

of 1ransmission generates srnall positive output responses coupled with a lot of short run vari

ability when technology disturbances drive the cycle. In generai, none of the cyclical features 

of t he actual data we have emphasized can be reproduced with this model specification. vVhen 

govcrnrnent disturbances drive the cycle the dynamics are more interesting. A negative gov

E'rnment disturbance increases current output available for private use and current consumption 

of ;d] goods. Because the level of foreign output is given when the shock occurs, the increased 
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domestic demand for foreign goods is accommodated v1a a reduction of foreign investments. 

Since foreign hours increase at impact, foreign output increases temporarily and then falls as 

the decline in foreign investment reduces the capitai stock. Also, because part of the increase 

i n private consumption falls on foreign goods, domestic investments increase more than in the 

closed economy case boosting domestic production and leading to the lagged domestic peak 

response observed in the sixth pane! of figure 2. Hence, temporary cuts in government expendi

tun• generate positive domestic multiplier effects as resources are moved from current to future 

consumption. bnt negative effects on foreign outputs as resources are moved from future to cur

rent consumption. In the medium-run the wealth effect dominates and positive cross country 

spillovers ensue. The featnres of the resulting output cycles are very similar to those obta.ined 

with govPrment disturbances and production interdependencies. Peak responses lag :3-6 quarters 

in conntries l and 2. the length of the expansion phase is :3-4 years while total multipliers are 

too stna.ll. cspecially for country :3. 

Three main conclusions can be derived from studying the clynamics of the mode!. First, 

ont put responses look very similar in two out of the three cases making i t diffìcult to distinguish 

which sonrce of disturbance buffets the system. Second. while contemporaneously correlateci 

shocks induce short-nm positive, cross country output responses which die out in the medium

run. contemporaneously uncorrelated shocks transmitted via trade in goods induce an irnmediaJp 

negative response in foreign outputs and a positive spillover in the medium-run. Third, the 

lagged peak response of output observed in the data can be generateci by contemporaneous 

spillovers or lagged spillovers, but it is when contemporaneous spillovers are allowed that the 

sbape of the rcsponses is similar to those in the data. 

5 Can the Model Reproduce Actual Impulse Responses? 

Tlj(' next question we ask is whether the model can, with a realistic parameterization, quanti

t ati vely reprod n ce the stylized features of ou tpu t responses contai ne d in table l. T o star t w i t h 

we consider a situation where the world is cornposed of three identica! countries. This step is 

usefuJ for two reasons: to clarify which of the three channels we have discussed is clorninant in 

transmitting the two types of disturbances across the world and to make the analysis cornparable 

with previous work by e.g. Cantor and Mark (1988), Backus, Kehoe an d Kydland ( 1992) or 
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Stockman and Tesar (1994) who primarily consider the case of identica] countries. 

5.1 The Parameterization of the Model 

Thc parameters of the model are crh,Bhj,P,"fh,ahj,Th,Ah(L),r/Jh,bh,L,, T/hj, the social planner 

weights wh, the elasticity of the investment-capital ratio to changes in Tobin's Q, the steady 

state values of Tobin's Q plus steady state ratios (c/y; gjy; i/y). The selected values are in 

table T 

As in all rea] business cycle models, we desire that a model trying to explain the cyclical 

properties of the data also fits long-run observations. This parameter selection procedure is 

equivaJent to the method of mornents approach suggested by Christiano and Eichenbaum (1992) 

wlwn only first moments of the data are used to form orthogonality conditions. Once this is done, 

p a r;uneters which are specific to business cycle frequencies are typically selected cm the basis of 

existing studies or. absent such Literature, fixed a-priori and a sensitivity analysis is perfonned 

to <t::ìsess the rohustness of the results. According to this logic we choose (}hj,<Yh.JJh,"fh· the 

ste<Hly-state ratios and the steady-state value of Tobin's Q so that the steady states of the 

end ogcn ou s variables ma t eh long run averages in t h e data. \Ve directly estimate J1 (L) an d L, 

frc)!Jl tbe data, while .O,,h',,r/Jh,r/hj,O"h are fixecl a-priori or selected within a reasonable range of 

existing estirnates. 

Long-run averages are cornputecl using data from severa! sources. Various issues of Eumstat 

Lz:luno.l Imdr Analytic Tables ancl the United Nation International Tmde Statistics Yearbook 

repmt data on the value of imports and exports toward a particular country ancl on its corn

position by category of goods. The Yearbook of LaboT' Statistics provides data on hours worked 

per week (Establishment Surveys). The Statistica[ Jlbstmct of the US, the Japan Statistica[ 

Y((fr/){)ok and the :'vfonthly Repor-t.s of the Bundesbank provicle time series for the shares of labor 

compensation in GDP. These three sources are used to construct the (}hj and ahJ parameters. 

IJ!I F Governrnent Finance Statistics Yearbooks provi de data on the tax revenues for the three 

countries which is used to select 'h· The OECD Economie Oullook, Historical Statistics provide 

daL\ cm t he average growth rate of GDP in the three countries for the sample 1960-1989. which 

is used to pin down 'ìh· Various issues of the Statistica[ Abstmct of the US, Japrm Statistica! 

Yeorbook and the il![onthly Reports of the Bundcsbank provicle the cornposition of GDP by cat-
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egories of absorption. Steady state ratios are computed averaging the composition of GDP by 

catc'gories aver the sample 1960-1989. The steady state Tobin's Q is set equal to l so that the 

mode! with adjustment costs has the same steady state as a mode] without adjustment costs. 

The time series properties of government expenditure are estimated using an AR(l) mode! 

on OECD data for the period 1960,1-1994,4 while the properties of the technology shocks are 

(~stirnated using a univariate AR(1) mode! on the Solow residuals of the three countries. It is 

worth noting that government expenditure may contain a component which is endogenously 

responding to the clevelopments in the economy. In this situation it is typical to use military 

rxpenditnre to proxy for the exogenous component (sce e.g. Roternberg and \iVoodford (1992)). 

Hcre we do not follow this approach because military expenditure is only a small fraction of total 

gowrnment expenditure ( and of GDP) in Japan an d Germany. so that the resulting properties 

f"or rn 1 may have very little to do with its truly exogenous component. 

\fany rstimates of the coefficient of relative risk aversion exist for the 1;s but evidence for 

1 he o1lwr two nations is scant. To provide a range for selecting ah we estimate this pararneter 

cm'r fivP different samples using the three procedures suggested by Brown and Gibbons (1985) 

ctncl comparable wealth and consumption aggregates. The ranges of estimates are [1.09, :2.06] 

for tlw CS. [l./IR, 1.97] for Germany and [0.67, 2.23] for .Japan. The values used are exactly 

identificd G.\I:\1 estirnates andare from Canova and De Nicolo' (199.5) . 

.\Iany of the valnes for US pararneters presented in table ;~ are standard. For the other two 

countrics the values are similar to those prcviously employed in the literature (see e.g. Cardia 

( 19cH). Reynolds (1992), Stockman and Tesar (1994), Parente and Prescott (1994)). Tax rates 

are slightly lmver than those used by e.g. Baxter and Crucini (1993) but this may be due to the 

JHC>.~cnce of rrwasnrement errors in tax revenues. 

The 1 ab le contains estimates of the parameters of share of foreign capi tal in prodnction 

which have not been previously used. Estimates of the share of foreign consumption in total 

consumption are partially new. To construct the share of total intermediate foreign goods in total 

output wc add imports of industria[ supplies, fuels and machinery equiprnent in each country an d 

divide the total by current GDP. To decompose the total share by country of origin we calculate 

thC' share of interrnediate goods coming from each of the other two countries, norrnalize the 

su m to or1e an d divide the share of total intermediate goods using the relative weights obtained. 
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This normalization is necessary because the percentage of intermediate imports frorn countries 

other than the two considered is large especially for Gerrnany. The share of foreign goods 

in tot al consumption is obtained by surnrning up the value of irnports of food, beverages and 

nondnrable goods and dividing by the value of consumption ofnondurable goods and services in 

eacil econorny. The share of foreign consurnption goods by country of origin is cornputed using 

the sa.me procedure used to obtain each country's share of interrnediate imports. 

The previously used value for the share of foreign nondurable goods and services cornmg 

from abroad is higher than the one ernployed here (Schlagenhauf (1989) has e.g. 0.1.57). How

ever. previous rneasures are biased upward since they include iterns like irnports of transport 

equiprnent which are neither nondurable nor fina! goods. One should also note that our esti

fll al es ma ,v be downward biased because no dire et rneasure of the flow of services frorn foreign 

producPd durable goods is available. This rnay be important for the US, where consurnption of 

.Japètnese and German durables is substantial. 

.\~ in C'hristiano an d Eichenbaurn ( 1992) an d Backus, Kehoe an d Kydland (1993), we con

sider primarily the case of <Ph=O but also examine whether results change when <Ph varies frcm1 

zero lo one. Similarly, T/i.) are chosen so that the investrnent-capital ratio is sensitive to changes 

in Tobin 's Q but we experirnent with two other specifications where the investment-capital ra-

1 io i~ less responsi ve. In principle, one could estimate this elasticity parameter from rnoment 

couditions involving the variahility of investment. Because the model contains multiple capita[ 

goods and beca.use no disaggregated investment data exist, no fruitful estirnation seems possihle. 

Finally, we assume that wh's are proportional to the population of the three countries in l960. 

Because. Haxter and Crucini (199;3) have shown that country size has some effect on the tirne 

serir's properties of saving and investrnent within countries, we examine whether the properties 

of t r·;:u1srnission are altered when these weights change. 

5.2 Some Simulation Results 

Fignre ;) presents output responses following a one standard error output shock in country l 

\Vhf'n the underlying economy is driven by technology disturbances (pane! l) or by government 

disturbances (panel 2) for the case of three countries with identical preferences, technologies 

and shocks. The lower panel of table l reports summary statistics. The figure presents point 
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estirnates of the responses where, to reduce the importance of small sample biases, the length of 

the sirnulated time series is T=6000. To facilitate the comparison with the actual data, the sarne 

9571' conficlence bands presented in Agure l when US GDP is shocked are superimposed in each 

p an el. U S parameters are selected for this baseline case an d w h = ~. For technology disturbances 

the stanclard errar is 0.0102, the serial correlation 0.95 and the cross country contemporaneous 

correlation 0.25. For government expenditure disturbances the standard errar is 0.0156, the 

serial correlation 0.98 and the cross country contemporaneous correlation 0.20. 

vVhen the economy is driven by technology disturbances output responses are all positive 

1 n 1 h e short run suggesting that the effect due to the contemporaneous correlation of shocks 

is strong. However. the persistent laggecl response of outputs in countries 2 and 3 and their 

rnagnitucle are the rPstllts of production interdependencies which create a virtuous circle in the 

tnedi tlm-run. Sirnilarly, \vhen government expenditure disturbances make econornies fluctuatc, 

t lte p rese n ce of a cornrnon component in the d istur bances is responsi ble for the i n i ti al posi ti ve 

ontp11t dvnamics but transmission via trade is dominant in the mediurn-run. 

For bot h types of disturhances we observe a delayed peak response in country 2 and sizable 

n·clical responscs in countries 2 and :3, as is the case with the a.ctual data. The magnitude 

of t !te pea.k responses is hroadly consistent with those in the data and, for most !torizons, 

sinwlated responses are inside the 95% band of the actual ones. In addition, the mode] driven 

b~· g;ov(,I'llJYH'nt disturbances generates a lagged peak responsc in country onc, a fca.ture which 

appears to be irnportant for actual US output shocks. One remarkable feature of figure ~3 

is t hat the two specifications generate output responses which are qualitatively very similar. 

For example. the rnodcl can qualitatively reproduce the "US locomotive" in both cases: positive 

out put shocks in country l are associateci with instantaneous positive foreign responses, a lagged 

peak rcsponse in country 2 and significant multiplier cffects in two of the three countries. 

Both specifications fail in othcr dimensions. For example, the mode! is unable to reproduce 

the lengths of the expansion phase under both spccifications: cycles in simulated data are 

somewhat too short and the timing of turning points is off by a few quartcrs. Also, thc model 

doc.~ not rcproduce the large and positive Ja.pa.nese output rcsponses following US output shocks 

pre~ent in the data and it unclerestimates the magnitude of total multipliers in all three cases. 

To qnantify thc importance of the two disturbances and of the thrce channels of transrnis-
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swn we compute the cumulative square difference between the mean estimates of the actual 

impulse responses and the simulated responses where in the latter case we shut down two of the 

thn~e channels of propagation as we did in section 4. We present results to whether different 

shocks or different transmission mechanisms are more important at different horizons. The re

sults obtained far two different horizons (4 and 24 quarters), which appear in table 5, suggest 

that government disturbances do better in reproducing US and German output responses fol

lowing a es output shocks while technology disturbances do better for Japan ontput responses. 

AbeL common shocks appear to outperform the other two transmission channels at both hori

zon.~ regardless of the source of disturbance. Production interdependencies, on the other hand .. 

do !Jet ter t han consumption interdependencies in the long-run when technology disturbances 

drin' the cycle. When government disturbances drive the cycle, consumption interdependencies 

out pcrforrn production interdependencies both in the short and in the long-nm. 

5.3 Sensitivity Analysis 

Hefore movi ng t o more complicateci versions of the modeL we run 8 experiments to know whether 

t ht' fcat ures of thc impulse responses we have just described are robust to moclifications of those 

paramet('rs which are chosen a-priori or measured with substantial error. 

Experirnent l considers a situation where private and public consumption are imperfectly 

substitntable in the utility of dornestic agents, i.e., <P= 0.5. Experiment 2 examines the situation 

wlt('rc consmners are very risk averse, i.e. O" = 10. Experirncnt :~ covers the case of a lower 

disconnt factor. i.e. /] = 0.96. In experiment 4 no distortionary taxes are lcvied on outpuL i.e. 

Th = 0.0 Vh. Experiment 5 considers an economy with serially uncorrelated disturbances, i.e. 

p,1 = f!u = 0.0. Expcriment 6 presents a case where the elasticity of the investrnent-capital ratio 

to Tobin's Q is lower, i.e. 11(h,j 1 = -0.005, Vh,j. Experiment 7 covers a situation where the 

cos1 of usi ng domestically pro d uced capi tal goods is lower t han the cost of using capi tal produce d 

in another location, i.e. TJ(h,j)- 1 = -0.01, TJ(h, h)- 1 = -0.0001. Finally, in experiment 8 we 

stndv a situation where two of the three countries trade their own capitai goods more easily, i.e. 

TJ(h .. iJ- 1 = -0.0001 if h, j=1, 2 or h=j=3 and 'IJ(h,j)- 1 = -0.01 otherwise. Summary statistics 

for thP hrst experiment are in table l and for the other 7 experiments are in table 3. 

\Vlwn government expenditure is <t better substitute for private consumption, shocks are 
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lcss persistent and output responses display sma1ler swings, but the qualitative features of the 

intnnational transmission are unaltered. Intuitively, an increase in government expenditure has 

two effects on consumption in this case. The first one is through the resource constraint, as 

wlwn q; = 0.0. The second occurs because an increase in government expenditure increases 

cuHent utility of domestic agents, reduces the incentive to substitute leisure intertemporally 

and. therefore, the magnitude of future output increases. Hence, ceteris paribus, output shocks 

generate fluctuations of reduced magnitude and have smaller international repercussions. The 

magnitude of the change in agents' leisure pro file depends on the persistence of government 

distnrbances: for highly persistent disturbances and values of <:P up to 0.7, the importance of 

thi.~ second channel is rather small. 

Increasing ah or decreasing j3 has similar effects on the transmission of shocks. vVhen ah 

ts ltigh. positive' technology or negative governrnent disturbances lower total investrnent. result 

in I<'SS persistent dorw~stic responses and a weaker aHd less persistent cross country spillover 

lwcat1se a.gents are less willing to substitute intertemporally. Similarly, with a lower !] agents 

wislt to consume more today relative to the future. Consequently, with positive technology 

di~turbances more impatient agents will ìnvest less and, with negative government shocks they 

will intertcmporally substitute more current for future leisure, reducing thc profile of future 

out put grmvth. fn both instances, higher current consumption desires induce weaker persistencc, 

shorter cycles, srnaller own rnultiplier and a reduced international transmission of disturbances. 

Also in this case, the magnitude of the changes is small. 

Variations in tax rates from O to 50% have no significant effects on either the shape or the 

!llagnitnde of output responses when the econorny is driven by tcchnology disturbances. vVhen 

govPrnmertt spending clisturbances drive the cycle and there are no distorting taxes, agents enjoy 

rnme good times ou domestic goods so that the spillovcr effect is reduced. Also in this case the 

difl'<'rt'nces in the shape and magnitude of the shocks are small. 

\Vhen disturbances are serially uncorrelated, output rcsponses die out quickly, cycles are 

short. spillovers are small apart from the initial conternporaneous effect, multiplier effects are 

insignificant and the location and magnitude of turning points change. vVhen ght = O, \:/t, 

~ = L. O, ohi = fhi = O 'Vj cf h an d ah = l. O, this economy is similar to the one exarnined by Long 

;md Plossc~r ( 198~J) in a dornestic framework and Cantar and Mark ( 1988) in an international 
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set11 p. They assert that with ii d technology shocks, the model can generate output comovements 

across sectors or countries. This experiment demonstrates that even when output disturbances 

are nncorrelated over time, comovements in the cyclical component of output do exist (the 

colltemporaneous correlation of outputs is around 0.70). But this is a high frequency not a 

busi ncss cycle phenomenon. 

Variations in 77 change the propagation features of output shocks. When the elasticity of the 

investment-capital ratio t o changes in Tobin 's Q is smaller, positive output shocks result in less 

invPstment both domestically and abroad, independently of the source of disturbance, and this 

rcdnces the magnitude and the international persistence of output responses. This is intuitive: 

if thc cost of installing new capital is higher, agents prefer to consume more now and less in 

the future to avoid the deadweight loss. This result is independent of the exact value of r;: for 

valucs up to the one used by Baxter and Crucini, 77-l = -0.075, output dynamics are similar. 

Whcn higher costs must be paid to install new foreign capita! domestically, the transmission 

features are altered when tcchnology shocks drive the cycle since outpnt swings in country l 

are rnagnified in the medium run. \Vhen government disturbances drive the cycle, only mmor 

d i ff'p re n c es w i t h t h e baseline case emerge. 

Finally. when two of the countries (say. countries 1 and 2) enjoy some proxirnity which allows 

thclll to incur lower costs in importing cach other's capitai goods, we observe a substantial 

asyrnrnctr.v in output responses whcn technology disturbances drive the cyclc. The responscs 

of country :3 are fairly close to zero at all horizons. This is to be expected since investmcnt 

dynarnics are responsible for the international cycle when technology disturbances drive the 

cyclc. vVith government expenditure disturbances, responses do not change rnuch sincc in this 

case 1 he gross flow of capi tal across borders is of a smaller order of magnitude. 

[n surn. the properties of the domcstic and international transrnission of the two typ("S of 

disturbances changc when wc reduce the serial correlation of the disturbanccs and when thc 

sensitiv·ity of the investment-capital ratio to changes in Tobin's Q is low or asymmetric. In all 

the otlwr c:a.ses both the shape of the responses and their quantitative features are fairly robust 

t o cb anges of pararnetcrs within a reasonable range. 
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5.4 Heterogeneous Countries 

Since the mode] with three identica] countries does not account for ali features of output re

sponses, we next examine its performance when country-specific heterogeneity is included. vVe 

first considera case where countries differ in the serial and conternporaneous correlation proper

tics of the disturbances. Then we proceed to six additional experirnents, which rnaintain country

specific distri butions in the disturbances an d ad d differences in country size ( experiment 2), in 

preferences- both in tenns of fh 1 and ah- ( experiment 3), in fiscal policies ( experirnent 4) an d in 

tcchnologies an d growth patterns ( experiment 5). Finally, to rnaintain comparability with other 

studics. we st udy a case where exogenous disturbances display asymrnetric, one-period cross 

country feedbacks ( experiment 6). Plots of the point estimate of the impulse responses obtainecl 

w i t II d a t a gencrated i n ex peri me n t 5 are in figure 1~ for the case of tcchnology distur bances an d 

in figure .') for the case of government cxpenditure clisturbances. Once again, to facilitate the 

corllj)éHison, actual 95% conficlence bands are superimposed and, to downplay the importancc 

of ;,ampling va,riability. the length of the simulatecl time series is set to T=6000. Summary 

statisti es for these experiments are in an append ix available upon request. 

When tcchnology disturbances drive the cycle, the presence of asymmetries in the distribntion 

of disturbances does not drarnatically aJfect the transmission properties of output shocks. In 

particular, we see that German output responses to German output shocks die out quickly while 

thcre are significant swings in es and .Japan output responses. Japa.n output shocks die out 

slmvly dornestically. induce a lagged peak response in the US and small total multipliers in all 

cou ntries. 

\Vh(:n government disturbances drive the cycle. we note important a.symmetries in output 

responses and total rnultipliers. Positive US output shocks are somewhat persistent clomesti

calh·, ind1JC:e long swings in Gcrman output and larger but less persistent output responses in 

.Japan. Gerrnan output shocks have a strong contemporaneous impact, generate output swings 

of wide amplitude in .Japa.n and strong negative and persistent US output responses. Finally, 

.Japan output shocks generate short but recurrent swings in its own responses ancl a negative 

displacemcnt of US and German outputs for about 15-16 quarters. 

The qualita,tive similarities in the impulse responses we noted previously when the two 

sources of disturbances drive the cyde disappear in this case. One major difi'erence is in US and 
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Gerrnan output responses following a Japan output shock: both output responses are strongly 

negative and German output responses are much more cyclical with government disturbances. 

Cltanging the planner weights has very little infiuence on the cross-country propagation 

of output shocks. The rnajor difference is in the rnagnitude of US output responses to foreign 

output shocks, which display fiuctuations of reduced amplitude. The addition of country-specific 

pref'erences, technologies and fìscal policies has only a minor irnpact on total multipliers, length 

of 1 hc cycle and the location of the turning points when technology disturbances drive the 

cycle. \Vith government disturbances, differences in fiscal policies and technology are important 

in deterrnining the magnitude of the peaks and troughs of the cycle, but no major change 

appears in the transmission properties. These results should not come è1S a surprise: cross

country heterogeneities in preferences and technologies are too small to substantially change the 

1 ransrnission properties of the rnodel. Fiscal variables do differ across countries both in tenns 

of stcady-state pcrcentage of output accounted for by government consumption and average tax 

ratcs. Hmvever. impulse responses are insensitive to differences of these pararneters within the 

cro~s-conntry range presentecl in table 3. 

l-'i n ally. w h c n exogenons dist urbances display o ne- peri od, cross-country feecl backs w h ich are 

allowed to be asyrnmetric. the distinction between sources and propagation becomes unclear. 

Howcver. it is useful to consider this case to maintain comparability with current literature 

\vhich allows distnrbances to have a lagged irnpact across countries (as in Backus, Kehoe and 

K_vdland ( 1995)). Estirnates of the one-period, cross-country feedbacks appear in an appendix 

available on request. The inclusion of these fecdbacks in the rnodel aJfects the magnitucle and, 

Irl some cases, the sign of total rnultipliers, the location ancl the rnagnitude of turning points 

and tlw length of the induced cycle. In generai, the presence of cross-country feedbacks docs 

no t i m prove t h e ability of the rnodel to reproduce the data and creates adclitiona1 discrcpancies 

in ~ome dirnensions where it was previously adequate. It is therefore possible that the need to 

include these feedbacks in previous rnodels was due to the lack of production interclependencies 

which enclogenously generate international repercussions. 

l n sn m. the ad di ti o n of variou s forms of h eterogenei ti es do es no t sn bstantially i m prove the 

fit of the rnodel and, in some cases, worsens its performance. Heterogeneities in the distribution 

of' tlw exogenous disturbances create some asyrnrnetries in thc irnpulse response function but 
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tbe,v are either insufficient to rationalize the wide variety of total multiplier effects present in 

t h e actnal data. or go in the apposite direction of wha.t one would like. For exa.mple, none of 

the modifica.tions ca.n generate the large domestic output response, coupled with the modest 

interuationa.l transmission effects, observed after .Ja.pa.n output shocks. 

To quantita.tively exa.mine which of the two sources of shocks a.nd which transmission mecha

nisrn account better for the a.ctual impulse responses we compute also in this case the cumulative 

square difference between a.ctua.l a. n d simulated reponses a t 4 an d 24 q uarter horizons. The re

sults are in table 6. With a. country-speciJic para.meterization, it is a rnodel with technology 

dist u rhanccs which accounts best for fea.tures of the propa.ga.tion of German a.nd .Japan output 

~hocks . .\: ote also that now this specifica.tion performs very much like to the m o del with govern

ruent shocks for the US. Once again the presence of a common component to the shocks is most 

i lll porta n t in quantitatively reproducing a.ctual data. However, production interdependencies 

ma\· also play a role in the cross country transmission of output disturbances. 

6 Conclusions 

T h i s p a per in vestigates t h e generation an d the transmission of international business cycles u sing 

a multi-countr~· generai equilibrium model with production and consumption interdependencies. 

TI](' m od<' l fpat n res two son rces of fiuctuations an d three types of propagation mechanisrns which 

nJa\· 1 ransmit disturba.nces across countries. vVe show how each of the three channels of trans

mis~ioll works for both types of disturbances a.nd describe the induced cross-country output 

d_vnamics. The paper then asks whether the mode[ ca.n account for the transmission of actua] 

output shocks with a realistic parameterization. We show that when countries are syrnmetric 

hot h ?;owrnment and technology clisturbances which are rnoderately correlateci across countries 

Glll n~produce aspects of the ·'locomotive" role played by the US economy but that they are 

unable to account for other important features of the actual irnpulse responses. Quantita.tively, 

the model driven by government disturbances outperforms the one with technology disturbances. 

SPn si ti vi t.v analysis dernonstrates t h a t the quali t ati ve characteristics of cross-country propaga

tion are largely independcnt of the parameterization used. Cross-country heterogeneities help 

t o i nel uc:e some of the asymmetries we see in the data. Also when heterogeneities are present, 

tcchnolo?;y disturbances are more successful than government disturbanc:es in acc:ounting for the 
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data. In general, however, the three countries are too similar to hope that the performance of a. 

sym metri c model will be crucially improved by the presence of heterogeneities. 

There are at least three modifications which may improve the fit of the model. The first is 

tltc i nclusion of monetary factors. A t least in the case of Germany, monetary policy is used to 

alter the transrnission features of domestic output shocks. The introduction of country-specific 

monetary factors rnay therefore irnprove our understanding of how international cycles are gen

eraJed and propagated. Second, if countries respond differently to changes in the terrns of trade 

because their size in the world econorny differs, an explicit rnodelling of terrns of trade distur

bances may give an additional characterization of the sources of international cycles. Third, in 

tbc rea] \vorld labor rnarket practices differ substantially across countries while in the mode] 

competitive labor markets are assurned. The inclusion of heterogeneities in labor rnarkets across 

count ries ma_\.· be important in generating an asymmetric transmission of shocks. 

lkcause the paper has concentrateci attention prirnarily on output dynarnics, it has neglected 

a \\r'alth of empirica! inforrnation regarding terms of trade. real interest rates, net exports and 

hou rs. which rnay sharpen our understanding of what is responsible for international business 

cyclos. \Ve plan to examine these irnplications in future work (see also Canova and De Nicolo' 

(H)f)_J) fora study of the asset price implications of the model). 

Finally, the model provicles some answers to the policy questions posed in tbe introduction. 

Fir~t. bec:ause cross country output clynamics in the short run are almost entirely dominateci 

by 1 hc strong common component of the disturbances, the removal of trade barriers across US, 

.J apan an d Germany is unlikely to change the way outputs comove an d how recessions an d ex

pansions spread across countries. Clearly, this does not irnply that the changes in trade practices 

will havc no effect on the growth pattern of the three countries. Second, and as a consequence 

of t h c ahove. restricting trade practices rnay not necessarily sta.bilize domestic fluctuations and 

rna\· reduce consurner's welfare. Third, fiscal coordination does not seern responsible for the 

increased symmetry in world business cydes observed in the 1980's since such a coorclination 

wo1Jid onlv affect contemporaneous output comovements and would not change the propagation 

fea1ures of output shocks. 
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Table l: Transmission of International Cycles 

Il Actual Data: Sample 1960,1-1994,4 

US Output Shocks German Output Shocks Japan Output Shockj 
Location Size Location Size Location Size 

l Cycle us 15 24 9 
length Germany 24 8 2 
(in quarters) Japan 24 a 24 
Peak us J 1.32 l 0.00 4 0.20 
Response Germany ;) 0.71 l 1.00 5 0.43 

.Japan 18 1.36 2 0.12 3 1.00 
T o tal us l0.91 -5.69 1.53 
Multiplier Germany 9.72 -1.63 4.36 
(211 quarters) Japa.n 19.33 -16.67 14.99 

Simulated data: Symmetric countries Il 
Technology Shocks Government Shocks Government Shocks 

(<P= 0.0) (4> = 0.5) 
Location Size Location Size Location Size 

Il . 
Basehne Case Il 

Cycle Country l 6 20 22 
length Country 2 2 6 5 
(in quarters) Country 3 3 3 4 
Peak Country l l 1.00 3 1.54 3 1.41 
Response Country 2 19 0.40 5 0.45 3 0.62 

Country 3 l 0.27 l 0.31 l 0.36 
T o tal Country l 2.30 11.75 9.65 
Multiplier Country 2 7.08 6.90 3.12 
(24 quarters) Country 3 -1.50 ./ -6.63 -4.51 ;/ 

Il .' 

Note: The statistics referto mean responses ohlained using 1000 replications .. i 
' .; 



C_ l Comrnon Shocks 

(} Ì,] o.ao if i =:j 

o,,) 0.00 otherwise 
oj,4 0.70 
a 2.00 
/3 0.99 
q; 1.00 

{Yi,J 0.36 if i =:j 

rt;,.J 0.00 otherwise 
a.,4 0.64 
ì 1.008 
8 0.025 

T 0.00 
8q 0.20 

w 0.3:3 

TJ;] -0.00001 

P a 0.95 
Pg 0.97 
Va1,2 0.30 
Va2,3 0.30 
Va1,3 0.30 
vg1,2 0.30 
v!J2,a 0.30 

1/91,3 0.30 
O' a 0.0102 
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Table 2: Parameters of the Model 

Pro d uction lnterdependencies j Consumption Interdependencies Il 
Utility Parameters 
0.30 if i =:j 0.10 i,j==l,2,3 

0.00 otherwise 
0.70 
2.00 
0.99 
1.00 

Production Parameters 

0.70 
2.00 
0.99 
1.00 

-~------------------------~ 
0.12 ij=l,2,3 

0.64 
1.008 
0.025 

Government Parameters 
0.00 
0.20 

Social Planner Weights 
0.33 

Adjustment Cost Parameters 
-0.00001 

Parameters of the Shocks 
0.95 
0.81 
0.00 
0.00 
o~oo 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

0.0102 

0.36 ifi=:j 

0.00 otherwise 
0.64 
1.008 
0.025 

0.00 
0.20 

0.33 

-0.00001 

0.94 
0.8& 
0;00: .. 
6.00 

'tù)-Q> 
'' .•· 

··· :i:iièi::'~~ìi [c · ·· 



Table :3: Parameters of the Model 

[ 1 C S variables German variables j J apanese variables] 

F, Utility Parameters 
0.29 

l 
0.03 0.04 

() ,2 0.01 0.30 0.03 
B.-:~ 0.01 0.0:3 0.35 

l 

g,.. 0.69 0.64 0.58 
(J 1.97 1.68 2.12 

~_L 
0.99 0.99 (}.99 
1.00 1.00 1.00 

r------ . 
Production Parameters 

(}.,l 0.3200 0.105 0.045 
(),2 0.0245 0.272 0.017 
o.,:l 0.0245 0.030 0.408 

l 

Ct,1 0.6:310 0.593 0.530 

ì 1.008 1.0077 1.016 
li 0.025 0.025 0.025 

Government Parameters 
T 0.180 0.161 0.120 
.sg 0.170 0.180 0.090 

Social Planner Weights 
w 0.50 0.25 0.25 

Adjustment Cost Parameters 
·l 

TJ.,l -0.00001 -0.00001 -0.00001 
-l 

77.,2 -0.00001 -0.00001 -0.00001 
-l 

TJ. 3 -0.00001 -0.00001 -0.00001 
Parameters of the Shocks 

P a 0.97 0.95 0.94 
Pg 0.98 0.81 0.88 

Val,. 0.28 0.20 

Va2,. 0.39 

v m,. 0.23 o-.10 

v!l2,. 0.72 
Ua 0.0102 0.0097 0.0133 l 
Ug 0.0156 0.0171 0.0371}f 

/ Il l 
Note: When government expenditure shocks ar.e considered, Pa == Oa == va,.,i == tJ.tt~ When 

productivity disturbances are considered Pg = Og == Vg,. . = OJt. W.heil we oonsider 
J . 

symmetric countries Pa == .95, Va;,i · == 0.25, O"a1 = 0.0102 or pg, == .98,. v9 ,,i = 
0.20, Oa1 = 0.0156. • 
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T<tble 4: Transmission of International Cycles: Symmetric Countries 

Location Size Locat1on S1ze 
Technology Sbocks GoVfor_nment Shock~. ( ò-= 0.0) il 

[---=--=-=-=-=-========E="=x=p=e=ri=. m=e=n==t =l: a = l O ·------~.,11 

length Country 2 24 7 J 

Cycle Country l 6 22C=l 

(in quarters) Country 3 ~1 3 
~~~----~-~----~-r---~-------------~-------------- . 

Peak Country l l 1.00 :3 L)() j 

Response Country 2 4 0.50 5 O.:H 'i 
Country a l 0.34 0.2~3 l 

~~-~-------=--- ---- --------------------------
Total Country l 2.56 1 o.:-s5 ~ 
Multiplier Country 2 7.47 4.52 

r=(=24=· =q=u=ar=t=e=rs=)=C='=o1=ll=lt=r=y=3~==~==·=1.=4=4==============·4=.~=f'=}====' 
L Experiment 2: (J = 0.96 ~ 

-
Cycle Country l 6 2a 
length Country 2 24 6 
(in quarters) Country 3 4 3 
Peak Country l 1 1.00 3 1.5:3 
Response Country 2 4 0.42 .1 0.41 

Country 3 l 0.29 l 0.21 l 
T o tal Country l 2.52 9.89 
Multiplier Country 2 6.52 5.94 
(24 quarters) Country 3 -1.81 -6.77 . 

Exper1ment 3: r = 0.0 Il 
Cycle Country l 6 23 
length Country 2 24 6 
(in quarters) Country 3 3 3 
Peak Country 1 l 1.00 3 1.53 
Response Country 2 19 0.40 17 0.40 

Country 3 l 0.28 l 0.29 
T o tal Country l 2.38 14.86 
Multiplier Country 2 7.15 5.71 
(24 quarters) Country 3 -2.11 -8.09 

Il Experiment 4: p = 0.0 ; 

Cycle Country l l / l 
length Country 2 l 

l 

l 
(in qua.rters) Country 3 l • l 
Peak Country l I 1.06 I 1.00 
Response Country 2 4 0.23 3 0.24 

Country 3. 1 0.25 l 0.18 
T o tal Country l 0.48 1.22 
Multiplier Country 2 0.13 0.07 
(24 quarters) Country 3 -0.16 -0.35 

Il 

;. 



j Technology Shocks Government Shocks (<P= 0.0) 
l Location Size Location Size 

-
Experiment 5: 77h"~ = -0.05 

l 

Cycle Country l lO 12 
IPnp;th Country 2 .5 8 
(in quarters) Country a 9 4 
Peak Country l l 1.00 l 1.00 
Hesponse Country 2 l 0.27 9 0.50 

Country :1 4 0.46 5 0.35 
Total Country l 0.97 5.31 
Multiplier Country 2 0.75 -3.82 
(2~1 quarters) Country 3 -0.43 0.64 

Exper1ment 6: rlh ~ = -0 00001; 'Tfh,} = -0.01 Il 
11 
Ll 

t1 (' 1 c·, 1 jyc e ountry l 
length Country 2 2 

2 
2.64 

(in quarters) Country 3 l 
r=~--~~----~~~--~~----~----~~------~----------~~----~ 

l 
Peak Country l l 1.00 2 

Response Country 2 19 0.83 4 1.63 
l Country a 5 0.20 l 1.34 

T o tal Country l 3.92 10.96 
5.40 
-1.39 

Country 2 -1.68 
Country 3 -4.00 l Multi plier 

1 
( 24 quarters) 

[Experiment 7: r;h} = -0.00001, forh,J = l, 2orh = J = 3r;h} = -0.01 otherw1se Il 
l l 

Cycle Country l 5 11 
length Country 2 2 11 
(in quarters) Country 3 l 2 
Penk Country l l 1.00 2 1.37 
Response Country 2 14 0.78 3 0.92 

Country 3 5 0.05 l 0.12 
Total Country l 4.87 8.09 
Multiplier Country 2 3.45 6.36 
(24 quarters) Country 3 -0.13 -D-.29 

. 
Note: The stat1st1cs referto mean responses obtamed usmg 1000 rephca.trons . 

• 

• 

j 
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Table S: Fit of the Model: Symmetric Countries 

Technology Shocks Governrnent Shocks ((P= 0.0) 
·-----Horizon 

--
Full 1.06 0.72 0.58 0.14 0.28 0 . .59 

4 quarters Cornmon 0.67 0.19 0.16 0.37 0.24 0.12 
P.I. 1.17 3.56 0.83 1.01 2.80 2.12 
e.r. a.66 2.97 0.83 0.09 0.83 1.23 

Ftùl 6.31 1.22 21.80 0.4.5 0.94 32.22 
24 quarters eommon 2.10 2.77 9.32 1.43 3.21 9.07 

P.I. .5.40 6.80 U.91 4.21 .5.89 17.21 
e.I. 7.73 :uo 12.a6 1.14 2.60 14.83 

Note: The table reports cumulative differences between actual and simulated responses. 
Full indicates an experiment where ali channels of transmission are present, eom
rnon one where shock are contemporaneously correlateci, P.I. one where there are 
only production interdependencies and e.I. one where there are only consumption 
interdependencies. 

.. 
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Table 6: Fit of the Model: Heterogeneous Countries 
------------------------------------,-----

Technology Shocks Governr~er{t Shocks ( 9 = --0.0) 
. ~-

Honzon: 4 quarters 
Full Common P.I. C .I. Fu !I Common P.I. C.I. 
0.65 0.74 l.2:J :3.06 0.6J 0.57 1.24 o.:n 

l us 1.03 1.27 4.86 1.92 0.66 0.54 2.66 1.18 
Shocks 0.07 0.25 0.88 0.19 0.20 0.38 l.99 1.77 

0.05 0.12 0.13 0.26 0.02 0.04 0.11 0.1.5 
Cerrnan 0.10 0.17 0.18 0.34 3.86 3 .. 54 5.01 4.66 l 
Shocks 0.27 0.45 0.44 0.62 0.05 0.10 0.14 0.12 Il 

0.08 0.15 0.18 o.a6 2.01 3.21 3.68 4.51 l 

Japan 0.04 0.16 0.23 0.52 1.13 l. 7P. 1.98 2.82 
Shocks 0.13 0.41 0.55 0.89 0.36 0.86 1.01 0.98 

Horizon: 24 quarters 
Full Comrnon P.I. c.r. Full Cornrnon P.I. c.r. 
2.31 3.46 6.02 8.17 4.91 4.97 5.12 5.:33 

us 3.39 3.79 6.95 4.10 8.73 10.12 13.64 12.45 
Shocks 14.35 15.43 17.70 18.66 15.25 17.65 18.24 17.94 

2.01 3.06 :i.09 4.27 1.28 1.67 1.82 2.95 
German 2.19 3.77 4.80 6.92 30.72 28.67 25.86 31.03 
Shocks 25.76 32.48 31.98 34.29 17.32 19.23 19.42 26.15 

2.04 2.47 2.94 3.41 6.23 9.02 9.24 10.01 
Japan 0.85 0.80 0.88 0.96 29.16 27.48 29.99 31.07 
Shocks 1.02 1.44 1.59 2.06 5.67 7.10 8.29 8.27 

Note: The table reports cumulative differences between actual and simulated responses. 
Full indicates an experiment where ali channels of transmission are presentt CQm.. 
mon one whe~e shock are contemporaneously correlated;. P.I. one where the~~;al'~
only production interdependencies and C .I. onfhere there aTe only consu~p~~---: 
interdependencies. 1 -- ___ . - ·, · 
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